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10.. WRAPPING UP... 

RECAPITULATION N 

... .When one puts aside the embarrassment that is commonly felt looking at 'dirt 
pictures',, one is likely to discover the secrets kept in their details... 

TheThe case studies 

Itt was shown in this thesis that micromorphology is a useful technique in the unravelling 
off  the Antarctic continental shelf sedimentary record. With the exception of an 
occasionall  analysis that did not lead to an interpretation, I can safely say that the study of 
thin-sectionedd sediments from the areas of Marguerite Bay, Pine Island Bay and the Ross 
Seaa resulted in reliable distinctions between primary glacimarine sediments, basal till s and 
masss movement deposits. Comparing the situation before with the situation after carrying 
outt the micromorphological analyses, one can do nothing but establish that the 
knowledgee of the Antarctic sedimentary continental shelf record has increased 
considerably. . 

AA selection of thin sections from Marguerite Bay (Antarctic Peninsula) shows that many 

off  the Quaternary sediments on the local continental shelf have been deformed in gravity-

drivenn movements. That these gravity flows form an important part of the sedimentary 

recordd had already been established in earlier publications. The current 

micromorphologicall  data suggest however that the frequency of their occurrence is much 

higherr than was anticipated. 

Becausee the local bathymetry is extremely rugged, the leading role of mass movements on 

thee Marguerite Bay continental shelf can hardly come as a surprise. To what degree a 

dynamicc grounding line contributed to the triggering of the mass movements remains 

unclear. . 

Whatt is clear is that at some time during the Late Quaternary - the Last Glacial 

Maximumm would be a good candidate — grounded ice reached at least as far as (68° 29' S, 

70°° 36' W) onto the continental shelf. The thin section from the core recovered from this 

positionn during Deep Freeze 1985 (deep water) shows microscopic features that should 

bee attributed to subglacial shearing. 
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Thee Pine Island Bay continental shelf in West Antarctica was, relying on the outcome of 

thee micromorphological analyses of shallow Deep Freeze 1985 cores, covered by 

groundedd ice all the way to the shelf edge at around 71° South. Although not all 

interpretationss are equally certain, it may be stated that it is very probable that the outer 

shelff  sediments were deposited or deformed by grounded ice, most likely during the 

LGM . . 

Apparently,, the process of subaqueous mass movement was less prominent here than in 

Margueritee Bay. Only one of the investigated Pine Island Bay thin sections showed a 

combinationn of microscopic features that is regarded characteristic for a debris flow 

deposit. . 

I nn relation to 'the mystery of the ice shelf that disappeared' — the part of the West 

Antarcticc Ice Sheet drained by fast-flowing Pine Island Bay and Thwaites Glaciers is 

consideredd potentially unstable because of the absence of a 'supporting' ice shelf — it is 

notedd that the thin sections suggest that such an ice shelf may have existed. Close to 

Burkee Island, where the shelf is relatively shallow, subglacially deformed sediments were 

recognisedd in the midst of unaffected glacimarine sediments. Assuming that the 

subglaciallyy deformed sediments and the surrounding glacimarine sediments are 'of the 

samee age', one could imagine how an extensive ice shelf supported by a Burke Island 

pinningg point, did recently occupy the Pine Island Bay continental shelf. 

Micromorphologyy shows that grounded ice also played an important role in composing 

thee Quaternary western Ross Sea sedimentary record. Along Scott Coast, around 

Drygalskii  Ice Tongue and in Terra Nova Bay, nearly half of the sampled Deep Freeze 

19800 diamicts appear to be subglacially deformed, while another third show signs of 

gravity-drivenn deformation. 

Al ll  sediments with deformational characteristics were recovered from within large glacial 

troughh systems. Apart from the fact that such a setting is ideal for subaqueous mass 

movements,, the presence of the till s in the deep troughs leads to believe that valley and 

oudett glaciers such as David Glacier are 'responsible' for their formation. Whether these 

glacierss were part of an extensive Ross Sea ice shelf system that was also fed by WAIS, 

remainss unclear. 

Thee history of the ice sheet prior to the Quaternary was investigated in thin section 

sampless from the CIROS Project and the Cape Roberts Project (both McMurdo Sound 

area).. Without taking the risk of losing myself in reconstructions that would be stretched 

tooo far — isostatic, tectonic as well as eustatic effects should be taken into account - I can 
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sayy that a number of grounding events eventuated during the Oligocene (CIROS-1) and 

duringg the Miocene (CRP-1 and top CIROS-1). 

Bearingg in mind that dating of, and correlation between the two cores are still subject to 

discussions,, I would tentatively state that the Early Oligocene and the Miocene have been 

periodss of increased ice grounding activity in the McMurdo Sound area, and that the 

periodd in between was more quiescent (no recorded glacial advances over the respective 

coree sites). 

Whetherr the regional grounding events should be associated with mountain glaciations or 

withh 'continent-wide' glaciation is obviously not a decision that can be made merely on 

basiss of micromorphological information obtained from two cores. 

OnOn the method 

Inn retrospect, it cannot be denied that the project as a whole has a rather methodological 

character.. The development of micromorphology as a technique runs like a continuous 

threadd through this thesis. Finding criteria that distinguish between subglacial tills, 

proximall  glacimarine sediments and mass movement deposits has been the objective 

throughout:: not just in 'methodological' chapters 2, 3 and 4, but also in the case studies of 

chapterss 5 through to 9. 

Itt was found: 

-- that even under the microscope, subglacial and glacimarine diamicts (either or not re-

distributed)) are compositionally mosdy indistinguishable. As expected, the Antarctic 

continentall  shelf sedimentary record proved to be 'a mishmash of sediments with both 

terrestriall  and marine ingredients': subglacial tills containing perfectly preserved, 

microscopicc shell material as well as glacimarine sediments containing nothing but (melt 

water-derived)) sand and silt and (ice-rafted) pebbles were encountered. 

-- that many of the investigated diamicts display micro-scale structures indicative of 

deformationall  processes. In view of the lack of compositionally diagnostic features, and 

inn view of the 'philosophy' that during their formation mass movement deposits and 

subglaciall  tills almost by definition experience deforming action, it follows that being able 

too recognise these subtle indications forms an important lead in cracking the grounding 

linee problem. 
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-- that on a micro-scale — irrespective of the responsible process - sediments deform 

throughh discrete, internal movements that may be circular or planar in character. The 

movementss are reflected in specific arrangements and orientations of grains, pebbles or 

clayy platelets. These features, most of which are described and explained in chapter 4, 

appearr to show similarities with structures a few orders of magnitude larger that are 

observedd in field situations. I propose to name this phenomenon 'structural 

isomorphism'. . 

Inn spite of, or maybe just because of the above 'discoveries', it has to be concluded that 

presentingg a 'foolproof micromorphological algorithm for the interpretation of sediments 

inn a grounding line record is (at the moment?) impracticable. Most of the identified 

deformationall  features were observed — albeit sometimes in differing intensities - in both 

subglaciall  till s and mass movement deposits: it is quite exceptional that individual features 

aree diagnostic for either one or the other. In fact it is only the fractured quartz grains 

describedd in chapter 2 and the trends in shear orientations (chapter 3) that 'come close' to 

beingg exclusive to respectively subglacial and gravity-driven deformation. 

Reliablee interpretations are necessarily based on associations of micro-scale features. 

Althoughh the reliability of an interpretation wil l improve with increasing number of 

'indications',, it goes without saying that — just like in any other technique - one can never 

completelyy rule out the possibility that a sediment gets misinterpreted. There is always a 

chancee that a combination of micro-scale features, commonly indicating subglacial 

deformationn processes (and therefore logically interpreted as such) was actually the result 

off  gravity-driven failure, or the other way around. 

T OO C O N C L U D E : F U T U R E RESEARCH 

II  recommend that in problems like that of the reconstruction of the Antarctic grounding 

line,, micromorphology should be a standard technique next to e.g. stratigraphical analyses 

andd seismic analyses. Taking into account that manufacturing and analysing thin sections 

cann be time-consuming; I am convinced that the surplus value of the micro-scale 

informationn amply 'outbalances' the extra efforts. 

Embroideringg on the case studies discussed in this thesis, I mention here that the analyses 

off  additional thin section samples would further increase the reliability of the 

interpretationss of individual sediment units. It would - in consequence - also provide a 

moree secure basis for reconstructions regarding the glacial history in the respective areas. 
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Too name an example: a good coverage of thin sections in an area where iceberg scouring 
mayy have occurred would be helpful in deciding whether an identified subglacially 
deformedd sediment was an ice keel turbate or whether it was actually deformed 
underneathh an extensive grounded glacier or ice cap. Such decisions are much more 
conjecturall  working with singular, 'isolated' sample stations. 

Myy final point concerns the way I think micromorphology should be used in future 
studies.. In the reported case studies, the technique was (by sheer necessity) used to judge 
whetherr previous interpretations were correct: micromorphology often played the role of 
-- what I would call - an 'executioner'. In order to take full advantage of micromorphology 
however,, I would recommend using it from now on, not as a 'stand-alone' technique, but 
ass a means of providing integration between techniques in multi-disciplinary studies. In 
additionn to the advantages that were demonstrated in this thesis, micromorphology could 
inn this wider framework - like in the Cape Roberts Project (see chapter 7) - account for a 
betterr understanding of the results of other, associated research tools. 
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Tryingg his best to unlock all the secrets 

Butt he's not sure what he's found 

Colinn Hay 
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